











Abstract.  Resource  Allocation   in  Grid  environments   to  date   is  generally 

















organisations   to   transparently   access   computing   resources.  However,   the   resulting 
resource allocation problem is highly challenging and becomes particularly so when: 
   
• Processors   are  widely   distributed   –   leading   to   lengthy   communication   delays 





In   such   environments,   resource   scheduling   involves   multiple   independent 
schedulers, each serving a subset of users and able to place jobs on resources without 
direct communication with other schedulers. Essentially the schedulers are multiple 





which   users  may   be   accessing  Grid   resources   through  multiple,   administratively 
distinct access points (much as they access Internet communication capacity today). 
Furthermore,  even  in  small  Grid  deployments   (between different departments at  a 
single university for example), having to deploy one centrally administered scheduling 
system is often an undesirable limitation. 
For   this   reason,   multi­scheduler   environments   in   which   each   scheduler   acts 
independently arguably represent an important class of problems to be addressed for 
future  Grid   environments.  However,   such  problems  are   arguably   structurally  very 










where  the scheduler  is   the primary actor  to approaches such as  application based 
scheduling   [7])   it  may  be  non­trivial   to   extend   these   techniques   to   larger,  multi­
scheduler environments. In particular, while there has been work on multi­scheduler 









• Show  how  Grid   resource  management   involving  multiple   schedulers   could   be 
beneficially modelled as IP network buffer management.





















• Processors  handle   jobs   in  a  FIFO (First  In  First  Out)  manner.  Once  they have 







• For  a   scheduler  si  to  assign  a   job   to  a  processor  pj  it   sends  a  message   to   the 
processor placing the job. The resource then responds either with an acceptance of 
the job or a rejection.





the   network.   The   scheduler   subsequently   makes   individual   decisions   on   which 
processor   to   place   its   own   incoming   jobs.  No   direct   communication   is   assumed 
between   schedulers   since   such   communication   would   take   at   least   as   long   as 
interactions  with processors  and generate  a  strong synchronisation dependency on 
schedulers.     
3   Oscillations and RED in IP Networks
Communication networks based on  the Internet  Protocol   (IP)  and packet­switched 
networks more generally function based on a network of nodes (routers, switches) 
which each have a limited buffer capacity to hold data packets (chunks of data) as they 








receiver)   packet   losses   occur,  which     induce   a   “backing­off”   (reduction)   of   the 





routes   to   avoid   congested   areas   of   the   network   (such   as  OSPF   [17])   –   thereby 
dynamically re­allocated traffic flows across other resources in the case of congestion.
These basic mechanisms make it possible for all possible endpoints in the network 
to   open   and   close   TCP/IP   packet   flows   to   other   endpoints   without   direct 
communication with each other. In other words, there is  no central resource control. 
Furthermore, congestion is managed using feedback signals generated by the TCP/IP 
protocol   (or   similar   mechanisms)   which   indicate   to   senders   concerned   when 
congestion   occurs.   These   mechanisms   provide   for   a   baseline   in   congestion 
management. However, unfortunately they also exhibit pathological properties under 
certain (common) network conditions. In particular, the two most serious issues are:
• TCP/IP  Backoff   synchronisation   [11]:  this   phenomenon  occurs  when  one   or 





• Route Oscillation:  in  networks which use dynamic  route  allocation and adjust 
paths through the network based on round­trip times, congestion may cause routes 
to change to avoid a congested area. However, in general this means changing all 









































































EGEE Information  Supermarket   [20]   to   select   the  processors  with   the   shortest 
queue.   It should be noted that this monitoring information is accurate as sent by 
the processors to the schedulers, however there is a time delay  before it arrives at 
each   scheduler   –   the   information   is   therefore   gathered   asynchronously,   hence 
independent from the scheduling process and is updated every second. 
• Random with RED (R­RED):    This strategy consists of applying RED to the jobs 






accepted.    Otherwise   it  may be   rejected  with  a  probability  proportional   to   the 
queue occupancy, i.e. the closer the queue is to MaxQ, the higher the probability of 
rejecting the job.










• Number of  Schedulers:    This   represents   the   number  of   schedulers   that   receive 
requests   for   executing   jobs,   and   the   ones  who   schedule   jobs   using   either   the 
random or the shortest queue policies. In our experiments the number of schedulers 
considered is 5.
• Number of jobs:  Our experiments considered three types of  jobs with execution 
times of 10,  20 and 30  time units,   that  are  random distributed equitably  in  all 


















Fig.   1(a)   shows   the   evolution   of   4   of   the   20   processor   queues   for   the   random 
scheduling policy (R), while Fig. 1(b) show the queue evolution for Random when 







length   shown  by   the   simple   random   strategy  without  RED  as  well   as   the   clear 
mirroring behaviour of some queues of one another (Q3 decreasing and increasing in 
opposing oscillation to Q1 for example). The application of RED by contrast shows a 
radically   different   picture,  with   average   queue   occupancy    more   uniform   across 







































dynamics   typically   predicted   for   balls   and  bins   problems   [20  Raab98],   in  which 
random assignments in fact often cause large differences (clustering) in the resources 
items are assigned to.
The   conditions   shown   here   are   particularly   susceptible   to   oscillations   since 
processor usage information is somewhat time delayed (10 time units) meaning that 
the   actions   of   other   schedulers   are   hidden   for   a   short   amount   of   time   to   other 
schedulers and actions take time to have an effect (hence a job sent at time t, does not 






of oscillations.  However,  it   is  also clear  that even if  some conditions are softened 
oscillations would still be expected:
• Modelling different polling rates for information updates for different schedulers 







early   rejection factor manages  to  cut  out   the build  up of   long queues.  The effect 
however also points to potential problems in using simple RED in very highly loaded 
Grid  environments  since   the  rejection policy  applied when many buffers are near 














where,   as   before,  MaxQ  is   the  maximum   threshold,    MinQ  is   the  minimum 
threshold, α is a value between 0 and 1, Queue Length the queue maximum capacity 
and  Current  Queue  the   current  queue  occupancy.  Depending  on   system­load,   the 
administrator   can   set   the  α  value   in   order   to   adjust/tune   system   performance. 





• Shortest Queue with Dynamic RED (SQ­DRED):     applying Dynamic RED to the 
jobs when scheduled using the SQ strategy. 






major  step shown even with static  RED is   the cut   through the majority of  delays 
caused by oscillations): 













scheduler  (if  rejected from a resource),   the graph sums both figures to create the 
average.














• SQ  also   generally   has   slightly  worse   performance   at   lower   levels   of   resource 





• Random without  RED showed  an  average   turnaround   time  of  101.5092,    with 











information   can   be   obtained   and   the   scheduler   is   the   primary   actor   allocating 
resources.
However, as seen in the results presented here, it is not clear if these successes can 
be   translated   into   use   for  multi­scheduler   environments   in   a   straightforward  way. 
Although experiments  are  preliminary  and   some of   the  phenomena  are  no  doubt 
dependent on the particular parameters chosen a clear pattern is seen. Furthermore, as 










further   powerful   tool  may   include   the   adaptation  RED   and   other   similar   buffer 
management techniques may provide a useful tool for tackling such pathologies given 
their   widespread   usage   and   adaptation   (structurally   similar   TCP/IP   network 
problems).   The   approach   is   different   (and   complimentary)   to  those   which,   for 
example,   rely   on   the   hierarchical   organisation   of   schedulers   to   avoid   conflict. 
Effectively,  a  hierarchical  or other a priori  division of resources provides a useful 
means to avoid conflict, without however allowing flexible subsequent usage of all 
resources since some regions may be under­used while  others are overloaded.  Re­
planning approaches   to  change hierarchical  dependencies  can be  useful   to  change 
provisioning. However, these still do not allow real time access to all resources for 
independent actors.




variety   of   RED­variations   specifically   targeted   at   solving   some   of   RED's 
deficiencies (examples include [18], [23], [13] and other techniques such as [14]).
• While the mapping between IP networks and Grid scheduling is natural, a wide 













Whilst   production  Grid   environments  with  many multiple   independent   scheduling 
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